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By Kevin Sampson

Vintage Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The House on the Hill, Kevin
Sampson, DCI Billy McCartney has gone to ground, disillusioned with his job. When a runaway turns
up on his doorstep, her story plunges Mac back to the summer of 1990, and one of his most
traumatic cases. McCartney and his partner DS Millie Baker are in Ibiza, on a joint venture with the
Spanish serious crime agency. Their objective: to infiltrate the Liverpool-based drug gang
responsible for a wave of ecstasy-related deaths. But their stakeout takes both Mac and Millie to the
heart of a dark empire whose tentacles stretch from Ireland to Morocco, and whose activities
include industrial-scale drug production - and terrorism. They're close to their big bust when Millie
is abducted by the gang, and killed. McCartney never quite recovers from it. The waif who knocks
on Mac's door twenty-four years later has escaped from those same captors; a dynasty of
international dope dealers based high in the Moroccan Rif. What she tells McCartney blasts his
apathy away, and sends him on a mission that goes far beyond law and order. This is his chance for
redemption.
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality ebook and the typeface used was interesting to learn. This can be for all who statte that there had not been a well worth reading through. I am
just pleased to tell you that this is basically the very best ebook i actually have go through in my individual life and can be he finest book for at any time.
-- Mr. Carol Bergnaum IV-- Mr. Carol Bergnaum IV

This publication will not be straightforward to begin on studying but quite fun to see. It really is basic but shocks in the fi y percent of the ebook. I realized
this ebook from my dad and i advised this pdf to learn.
-- Bernadine Powlowski-- Bernadine Powlowski
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